Resource Augmentation or Managed Services:
Which way to go?
As the evolution of sourcing options continues to develop and broaden, companies
have devised and deployed various sourcing strategies to fulfil their vision and mission.
Many have elected to offset a shrinking internal employee base with resource (staff)
augmentation.
Organisations choose to augment their staff for four primary reasons:
•
•
•
•

Specific skill set needed
Short term project requirement
Talent difficult to recruit due to location, rate, etc.
Budget policy limits “employee head count” (but costs against another line item
are acceptable)

Whether the staff augmentation is managed via temporary agencies, professional
service providers, product vendors, or individual contractors, the complexity of
managing various providers, training new staff from a variety of sometimes disparate
sources, and assuring consistent application of internal policies, processes and
methods becomes its own set of challenges.

Questions to Ask
Questions executives should ask include:
•
•
•
•

Do we have a large enough need for additional resources that would merit a
different approach?
At what point would the company be better off going with a different strategy?
Could and should we create our own ‘offshore’ capabilities to provide our own
internal shared services?
Should we move to a managed services model?

There are certainly advantages to both staff augmentation and to a managed services
model, and there are several factors to evaluate when making this strategic decision.
Many of the criteria are based on your organisation’s internal maturity in the areas of:
• Procurement
• Vendor management
• Program / project management
• Process management standards
• Governance

Advantages of Staff Augmentation
Staff augmentation is the easier of the two models to initially deploy; once the need
for more resources for a growth initiative or project has been identified, it’s relatively
straightforward to add contractors or temporary staff. Other advantages of staff
augmentation include:
•

•

•

•
•

Control – With staff augmentation you are able to retain control over all staff
members and their day-to-day work. The temporary and contractor resources
are treated mostly as if they were in-house employees.
Risk – Staff augmentation is inherently less risky for a corporation than full
outsourcing - but it retains delivery risk, where managed service contracts
transfer it.
Commercial and Contractual Requirements - Compared to outsourcing,
commercial and contractual requirements are much less demanding and
stringent with staff augmentation.
Dial Up/Dial Down – You can increase and decrease resources relatively atwill depending on the size of the contracting company.
Internal Resistance – Employees are less resistant towards staff
augmentation compared to the decision to outsource.

Disadvantages of Staff Augmentation
However, there are disadvantages as well:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Resource-centric v. Results-centric – While you are gaining a resource with
a specific set of skills to apply professionally, you are still responsible for the
results. I.e. The majority of non-delivery uncertainty remains with you in large
initiatives.
Training – You have to invest time and money in training the temporary or
contractor staff on your methods, processes, tools, etc. These periods, or rampup time, often degrade productivity especially when you are replacing one
contractor with another.
Process – Contractors are motivated to remain employed and are unlikely to
bring innovation and process improvement methodologies that can be used to
take your organisation to new levels of efficiency and effectiveness. Additionally,
contractors can come from a variety of training and backgrounds, each with their
own approach or way of doing things, causing a more complex delivery model
for you.
Scale – You usually do not gain any economies of scale because it’s a resourcecentric model, and the various temp / contractor staff lack a shared common set
of outcomes; each is primarily performing individually as their continuance is
based on individual contribution.
Cost – The total cost in a staff augmentation model increases in proportion to
demand. The market determines individual rates for specific skill sets, and
because they are “purchased” in a relatively piece-meal fashion, there is typically
little leverage. Furthermore, in most cases you will pay a significant margin to
the agency on top of the rates that the contractor is being paid, for a minimal
value added.
Effort – The client is normally responsible to select/interview contractors: a
time-consuming and risky process.
Attrition - Especially with individual contractors or small staff augmentation, a
company’s rate of attrition can be challenging.
Management Overhead – As staff augmentation grows within an
organisation, the amount of supervisory overhead also increases. With internal
management a fixed overhead, this is counterproductive to the total cost of
ownership in a model designed to make the costs variable.

•

Long-term gain – There are few gains in terms of the relationship between
client and service providers over time, particularly agency suppliers, with no
platform for service development.

As an organisation experiences growth in its required head count to satisfy demand for
specific services, the disadvantages of the staff augmentation model exacerbates the
complexities of managing that growth. At this point, many organisations start to
explore their options - the growth and progression towards maturity demanding new
strategies.

Managed Services
Some companies decide to invest and grow internal capabilities into a larger Corporate
Shared Services organisation, where consolidation and standardised processes can be
leveraged to serve diverse business units and geographies.
Outsourcing evolution includes an offering where a company (client) can source out the
management and operations (including at times the transfer and ownership of assets)
to an external service provider.
Managed Service evolution can represent a part-way position, with specific, transitory
business objectives passed from a client to a 3rd party in order to obtain specific
‘turnkey’ deliverables.
Managed Services and Outsourcing tackle head-on the disadvantages of a staff
augmentation model:
•

•

Results-centric – A service provider will contract for a Scope of Works or
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) to ensure quality delivery as well as continuous
improvement and productivity gains, which accrues to the client via lower per
unit costs year-on-year, or project-on-project.
Risk – Being results centric, risk and complexity are passed to the service
provider, reducing uncertainty for the client.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Training – To ensure results, service providers invest in significant training of
their resources and provide access to a broad range of training programs (e.g.,
industry, client specific, skill specific) and tools designed to facilitate best
practice methods for their clients. When they engage at the client account, they
are prepared to perform productive work rather than soak up productivity time
at your expense.
Process – Industry best practices (e.g. Prince 2, MSP, ITIL v3) are common in
the Tier 1 and Tier 2 service provider community. Service providers invest
significantly in these methodologies to ensure they can operate at maximum
efficiency across the entire client account.
Scale – Service providers have a much broader scale than the individual
departments of client organisations and can leverage skills and capabilities
cross-functionally.
Cost – With Managed Services, cost is set up to leverage that scale. For
example: as the scope of services (demand) increases, the relative incremental
additional cost is less than with a staff augmentation model.
Attrition – Attrition can be reduced through contractual commitment and via
innovative motivational models and managing this remains the responsibility of
the services provider.
Management Control – A client will “retain” a staff to determine the overall
needs of the organisation and manage the contract and SoW / SLA compliance,
however, the day-to-day management of the team who directly performs the job
of work is in the domain of the service provider.

When highly specialised skills are required, it is much more advantageous for the client
to leverage the scale and capacity of a service provider’s staff than to add one more
vendor to a growing list of management and governance responsibilities. In fact, it is
common for broad-based service providers to commit to supplying aggressive rate
cards by skillset in order to lock-in the right of first refusal to bid for and staff new
projects.
Blue-chip companies will typically have dozens, if not hundreds, of third-party service
providers (/ vendors) delivering a wide range of services across each of the client
functions. Some for geographic reasons; some are best-in-class and leading edge; and
others are purely for staff augmentation.

Some organisations have a 50/50 ratio of internal employees versus staff
augmentation contractors. Smaller firms also have similar third-party service provider
ratios, however these organizations tend to have less maturity in Vendor, Process,
Program and Project Management disciplines.
An organisation can get to a point where the time, effort, and money spent across the
enterprise managing a large number of third-party service providers under a staff
augmentation strategy can become overly burdensome, inefficient, and ineffective.
Some contractors remain with client organisations for years and become de facto
employees under IR35, warranting benefits and incurring other typical employee costs.
Staff augmentation is an inflexible, slow process that hinders the timely acquisition of
required skills. Inherent in this situation are excessive management overhead, multiple
points of responsibility, and a lack of consistent metrics, processes and methodologies.
Conversely, Managed Services allow clients to focus on their core competencies of
Program and Project Management, Process Management, Vendor Management, and
Governance in driving better quality solutions to their end customers. User companies
can secure their competitive position by focusing on high organisational effectiveness
and sustaining lower operating costs.
Hybrid Model
The ultimate solution may be a hybrid model where an organisation achieves a balance
between managed services and staff augmentation. If an organisation is looking for
highly specialised skills on a project or initiative basis, then they should weigh the
pros/cons of each option carefully.
Organisations that have been utilising staff augmentation as a sourcing strategy need
to take some time to evaluate the new realities of the Managed Services market.
Beyond headcount run-rate savings, a client will also be able to retain a smaller internal
organisation, because much of the management overhead required to steward the
various staff augmentation vendors would be redundant. Conversely, the skillset of the
service provider’s organisation needs to place significant emphasis on process and
program/ project management competencies.
Organisational Change Management will be a key success factor in moving to a new
approach and an additional investment that the client company will need to consider as
part of the overall business case.

In Summary
The following are the key considerations where formulating your approach:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Establish a set of sourcing goals and objectives
Evaluate the pros/cons of the staff augmentation environment
Obtain a full understanding of your current baseline and operating model
Develop a set of alternative sourcing solutions (e.g., staff augmentation,
managed services, or hybrid)
5. Benchmark and build the business case for each alternative sourcing solution
6. Take the next step based on the business case analysis and benefits
It is likely that a hybrid will prove most effective, but it may make sense for your
organisation to progressively transition, over time, from being staff augmentationcentric to one that can realise the broader, longer-term benefits of managed service
partnerships.
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